The nature of European explorers' and hunters' perceptions of the wildlife they encountered during their travels, and how this shaped their responses to it, has been surprisingly little studied. This may in part be because of the wealth of primary material and the dearth of secondary sources. Animal studies has come of age in recent decades, with a focus on how humans have conceptualised and related to animals, but much of this new field concerns domesticated or captive animals and has tended towards philosophical, political and theoretical approaches. Yet there is much to be gained from a historical exploration of the abundant sources on Europeans' encounter with wildlife, notably during the height of colonial exploration and adventuring in Africa. This review focuses on the Nile crocodile (Crocodylus niloticus) in Africa. Crocodiles had a major impact on European travellers, elicited extreme reactions and reveal an irrational difference in attitudes to large mammalian predators, as opposed to reptilian. The oftrepeated statement that Nile crocodiles kill more humans and are more hated than any other predator (or even, all other predators) in Africa is still current. The expansion of human settlement and activities into the habitats of crocodiles and increasing demands on water supplies is resulting in escalating conflicts and some experts regard crocodiles as a 'growing threat to rural livelihoods and development'. If these important apex predators of the continent's waterways are to be conserved, then a good place to start seems to be with an exploration of the long history of interactions with them that have shaped expert and public perceptions of crocodile.
'we have lost many faithful friends through these brutes'. 16 His language about crocodiles lacks the objectivity or restraint of Anderson or Gadow, and he describes them as dangerous, sinister, cunning and suspicious. 17 Such assertions did not go entirely unchallenged. In an account of the herpetology of the Belgian Congo based on the American Museum of Natural History's Congo Expedition , Herbert Lang concluded that:
The oft recurring accounts of large numbers of crocodiles in the Congo and their depredations are probably based on the information of natives, which is always exaggerated in direct proportion to the interest shown by the questioner. To this source can be traced the gruesome tales of man-eating crocodiles that terrified whole regions, which were delivered by a hero usually chosen at the narrator's fancy. 18 Although a 2007 edition of Conrad's Heart of Darkness (1899) features a black and white image of a Nile crocodile, jaws agape, Conrad describes only one crocodile in this novella based on his experiences on the Congo River. In a book full of portentous symbolism, the reptile is described innocently sunning itself on a sandbank. 19 In 1927, Wynand Davis Hubbard (an American who travelled in Africa before settling in Northern Rhodesia in the late 1920s) opined in Copeia, the scientific journal of the American Society of Ichthyologists and Herpetologists, that crocodiles were omnipresent in African rivers and 'undoubtedly kill more game than any other single species of predatory creature. They also kill more human beings'. The British herpetologist Arthur Loveridge responded that calling crocodiles mankillers was a sweeping generalisation that might apply in 'certain localized, crocodile-infested areas', Infest/ed 9 9 9
Terrible 10 8 9
From these words three main categories emerge, namely fear (monster/rous, brute/s, horror/horrible/horrid, terror/terrible), disgust (hideous, loathsome/loathe/loathing, ugly, infest/ed), and size/power (huge, immense, power/ful). With the addition of numerous related synonyms, this yields the following major categories of words used to describe crocodiles in the surveyed literature (see figure 1 ). Size and power are some of the most frequently remarked upon characteristics of crocodiles singled out for description in these publications, and rank surprisingly high in comparison with other African megafauna. A sample of sixteen key publications by twelve of the most prominent of the surveyed authors puts crocodiles in the top five animals typically described in this way, alongside lions, buffalo, hippo and (for obvious reasons) elephant. 24 Descriptions emphasising large size and power were most frequently deployed by hunters eager to dramatise their hunting exploits. Such descriptions are especially prominent in the 1860s, 1880s-90s and 1920s, though there is no clear pattern of change over time.
In the category 'disgust', only hippos, snakes and invertebrates (collectively), attract similar opprobrium to crocodiles. It is the only category which shows an overall rising trend in usage of related words to the 1910s, dropping off thereafter. 23 Listing number of authors using categories of words, and texts in which they are used, provides some corrective to cases where individual authors may deploy a term very frequently (or habitually), and repeat this across several texts. 24 The Lions outrank all other creatures in the category 'fear', followed by crocodiles, elephant, hippopotamus, buffalo and snakes. Lions, elephants and hippos were also regularly referred to (in certain circumstances) as brutes and monsters. The famous hunter and explorer Frederick Courteney Selous opined that the most dangerous large animals in Africa were lions, followed by elephant and buffalo, and most of the surveyed authors agreed, some adding hippo. 25 A search for animals (in addition to crocodiles) described as vicious, fierce or savage returns buffalo, elephant and hippo and invertebrates (notably ticks, fleas and various ants and biting flies).
The trend in usage of words related to fear of crocodiles increases until the 1870s, decreasing thereafter. This may be because the firearms most hunters were using until the 1870s made it difficult to kill crocodiles. The introduction of breech-loading express rifles and hardened, solid bullets changed the equation in the 1870s. These bullets could 'drive through a crocodile like a sheet of paper', in the memorable phrase of the Nile explorer and famed hunter Sir Samuel Baker. 26 The two most feared animals, lions and crocodiles, were predators which attacked humans in the course of their normal hunting behaviour. Although lions, elephants, buffalo and other mammals could be portrayed as vicious and frightening, in many cases hunters acknowledged they were behaving thus under provocation. Lions were prized trophies for hunters and many 'attacks' were in fact defensive. This was in contrast to crocodiles, which were not valued trophies and in most cases were shot 'in passing' rather than actively sought out in this period. Most crocodile attacks were regarded as 'unprovoked' (most attacks on crocodiles were similarly unprovoked).
The French hunter and explorer Adulphe Delegorgue captures the horror of the hunter hunted, describing a hypothetical scene based on his experiences in Natal, South Africa, in which 'while you were lying in wait for a hippopotamus, a crocodile was lying in wait for you'. 27 Equally distressingly, the mighty hunter was rendered powerless by the stealth and speed of the crocodile's attack. ashore, the body was beaten with sticks and admonished for killing various personsand others give examples of such symbolic displays of anger or vengeance. 34 However, many Africans did not share the loathing of crocodiles expressed by most Europeans. Some believed that crocodiles should not be attacked, and three major explanations are given. First, some ethnic groups had a special relationship with crocodiles and killing or eating them was taboo. Second, some believed killing a crocodile made its deadly organs available for evil acts. Third, some associated crocodiles with ancestors, or royalty, living and or dead. 35 African religious beliefs about crocodiles are complicated to unravel, for reasons well explained by Evans-Pritchard in his book Nuer Religion. Some Nuer regarded crocodiles as Spirit, but also (separately) as physical crocodiles -while other Nuer killed and ate crocodiles. Crocodiles could be intermediaries to the spirit world. For some Africans, crocodiles represented implacable, unpredictable fate, and carried out the judicial vengeance of gods, but for others crocodiles were regarded as powerful protectors.
Cunningham claims (dubiously) that Africans on Lake Victoria sacrificed hundreds of people to crocodiles regarded as priests of the brutal 'god of Kitimba'. 36 A sacred crocodile named Lutembe, who lived on the shores of Lake Victoria, was believed to have assisted the Buganda in a naval battle. By the 1930s Lutembe was rumoured to be nearly 200 years old, a celebrity visited by Africans and Europeans alike. Lutembe was allegedly appealed to in judgements by ordeal. Uganda game warden Charles Pitman claimed that a suspected thief was presented to Lutembe, whereupon the crocodile tore the man's arm off and he died, but villagers felt justified as stolen articles were discovered among his possessions. Despite these provocative offerings, however, Lutembe never attacked other humans, and was believed to protect them through keeping hostile crocodiles at bay. 37 Lutembe is one prominent example of a crocodile understood to have individual agency and character, which many Europeans denied was possible for 'primitive' reptiles.
In 1922, the anthropologist James Frazer recounted that the Fan people of Gabon, and Cross River Valley people in Cameroon, believed that sorcerers had animal familiars, including crocodiles, chosen for their ferocity and stealth. It is notable that these were relationships between individual animals and humans, and did not extend to crocodiles generically. Indeed, man-killing crocodiles could be treated as criminal exceptions and punished accordingly. According to Frazer, people living near Lake Itasy in Madagascar made a 'yearly proclamation to the crocodiles, announcing that they will revenge the death of some of their friends by killing as many crocodiles in return, and warning all well-disposed crocodiles to keep out of the way, as they have no quarrel with them'. 38 Europeans often expressed exasperation that Africans were not more afraid of -and cautious about -the risk of crocodile attacks. Two major reasons are reported for this apparent fatalism. First, there is the idea that crocodiles only attack people who have sinned. According to Livingstone in the sun on a sandbank; the doctors came to the Makololo in wrath, clamouring to know why the white man had shot their crocodile'. 44 
ATTACKS ON HUMANS
The main reason crocodiles were disliked is because being predators, they attacked people, their dogs and livestock. In Ismalïa, Sir Samuel Baker writes that 'our enemies were not confined to the land only: the crocodiles in the neighbourhood of Gondokoro were exceedingly ferocious'. He goes on to describe several harrowing attacks and resulting amputations. For this reason, Baker writes, 'I made a point of carrying a rifle at all times, simply to destroy these terrible reptiles'. He later boasted that he had 'slaughtered a vast number of these vermin in revenge for their misdeeds'. 45 Harry Johnston supposed crocodiles were 'continually on the look-out for a meal when there appears to be any likelihood of a boat accident'. On the Congo, such accidents included being upended by storms or angry hippos. Kingsley, exploring the lagoons of Congo Français, discovered (through anecdote, then personally) that 'crocodiles can, and often do, in such places, grab at people in small canoes'. There are three records of crocodiles attacking the propellers or paddles of boats and even a steamer (the crocodiles may have mistaken the paddles and propellers for fish). 46 Other key activities people were engaged in when attacked included bathing, swimming and drawing water. Habitual use of the same, unprotected points for domestic uses of water attracted the attention of crocodiles. The medical missionary Robert Felkin relates that a crocodile was shot at Foweira, and another at Ládo (both on the Nile), for 44 'the seizing of men' is 'largely a matter of acquired habit'. 49 Lyell claimed that 'Crocodiles probably kill more natives than do lions annually in Central Africa' and recounts that 'when I had nothing better to do when living near the Luangwa, I used to go out and put a bullet in any I saw, and that was a fair number'. He was driven to this form of collective punishment after a boy carrying his cartridge bag was taken by a crocodile. 50 generally take a long shot at one of these animals, even if there is no chance of getting the body'. 55 Some colonial authorities offered rewards for the destruction of crocodiles as vermin, for instance in Natal rewards were offered from as early as 1866. In his 1902
portrait of Uganda, Johnston related that: 'A continual war is waged by Europeans desirous of a good kind of rifle practice on the crocodiles frequenting the vicinity of their settlements, and by constant persecution this nuisance may in time be abated.' 56 Only ten definite attacks (or 'charges') on Europeans are recorded. In two cases the victims were seriously hurt, including the fireman of a steamer swimming in Stanley's Pool and a Portuguese merchant descending the river in a large canoe, both on the Congo. There were two fatalities, both in South Africa. 57 In addition to these incidents, five authors recorded occasions when they felt personally menaced by crocodiles. 58 It is not possible to extract accurate figures of attacks on non-Europeans from this Perhaps the safest conclusion is that the danger of crocodile attacks varied significantly from region to region. The reasons may be ecological (e.g. seasonal lack of prey, as conjectured by David Livingstone), opportunism (refugees swimming the Limpopo River to enter South Africa) or even cultural. In a survey of the interactions of mammalian carnivores and people, the zoologist Han Kruuk notes 'the regionality of maneating' and speculates that 'there are 'cultural effects' amongst the predators, with animals learning from each other'. George Westbeech, who travelled and traded in Barotseland (western Zambia) in the mid-1880s claimed that a Barotse king fed refugees to crocodiles, and that a King Lewanika had children thrown to crocodiles. In 1917, Stevenson-Hamilton speculated that the crocodiles of Shesheke 'never forgot those halcyon days, and, until very recently, it was almost certain death for anyone to drink at the river, or attempt to draw water.' 60 A PATHOLOGICAL HATRED In his 1987 review of the literature on attitudes to crocodiles in Africa, the Zambian academic Mwelma Musambachime argued that crocodiles have been feared and hated because they eat humans (predation), and for economic reasons (competition). 61 As we have seen, for some Europeans a dislike of crocodiles tipped over into pathological hatred following shocking personal experiences, and crocodiles were disliked and despised because they are reptiles. This dislike of crocodiles was bound up with the threat they posed to 'useful' animals, associations made between crocodiles and disease and their supposed general lack of utility. 59 Burton, "Lake Regions", 69. Venning opined that while many ate crocodile meat, they would never eat one which had eaten a human: such crocodiles were burnt when killed. Pitman reports, but gives no specific example or reference, that in West Africa humans who eat crocodile meat are believed to become cannibals. 66 'Arabs' and Africans hunted Nile crocodiles professionally. In addition, Henry Morton Stanley reports that on the Congo in the 1880s, Africans hatched out eggs and raised the young, to sell them for meat. This is the first recorded case of commercial crocodile farming in Africa. Along the Ubangi River (a northern tributary of the Congo), the African Dwarf Crocodile (Osteolaemus species) was reputed to be 'kept in enclosed pools and bred for consumption'. 67 These small, timid crocodiles are still widely traded for food at markets across the Congo Basin region. Little is known about the current status of the Dwarf Crocodile, or Africa's other crocodile species, the Slender-snouted crocodile. 68 An aspect of the dislike of crocodiles linked to their being primitive reptiles, or 'saurians', was that crocodiles were associated with primordial landscapes, often in turn associated with disease. Baker described how: 'we occasionally entered upon horrible solitudes of shallow swamp, peopled by countless snakes; the air, sultry and redolent of malaria, was humming with mosquitoes; and in this chaos, if a few square yards of sandbank appeared above the marsh, there were the belly scales of some large crocodile printed upon the surface'. Burton and Parker Gillmore likewise linked swamps, fever, miasma and disease with crocodiles. 69 Some argued that crocodiles were literally vectors for disease. Sleeping sickness was regarded as 'the most burning problem of European colonisation in Equatorial Africa', and its vector the tsetse fly (Glossina species) was believed to survive on the blood of game animals. In 1907, while conducting research on sleeping sickness on Lake Victoria, the famous bacteriologist Robert Koch reportedly declared that 'the blood of crocodiles forms the chief nourishment of the Glossina'. This statement was freely interpreted to suggest that crocodiles should be exterminated to prevent the spread of the fly. Wide dissemination of this idea prompted protozoologist Edward Minchin to point out in Nature that Koch had proved no link between crocodiles being infected by a species of trypanosome, and sleeping sickness. Subsequent research proved that tsetse flies could not breed successfully if solely dependent on crocodile blood. Despite this, tsetse control officials were still recommending extermination of crocodiles as the favourite sustenance of tsetse flies in the early 1950s. 70 Crocodiles were not of course unique in this: huge numbers of wild animals were slaughtered between the 1890s and the 1940s because they were regarded as vectors for diseases threatening livestock. 71 
CONSERVATION, SPORT AND COMMERCE, C.1900-1960
Mackenzie records that early European efforts at conserving wildlife focused on so- even if their corpses could not be recovered. 75 As noted below, poison, snares and baited hooks were all judged acceptable means of killing crocodiles.
Some reasons for treating crocodiles differently have been discussed, but from the 1920s in East Africa, it was their perceived economic impact that explains this exceptional treatment. Crocodiles came to the notice of British colonial authorities when large fisheries were established on the lakes of the Uganda Protectorate in the 1920s. By 1928 there was a large fishery established on Lake Victoria, and the British freshwater biologist Edgar Barton Worthington was sent out to survey the region's fisheries. While he admitted there was no proof that crocodiles ate large quantities of commercially desirable fish, he complained about the 'inestimable damage [crocodiles cause] to fishing nets and other gear'. 76 As a result, from 1930 to 1950 the Uganda Game (and Fisheries, from 1933) Department waged a crocodile extermination campaign on Lake Victoria. They paid hunters to shoot crocodiles and others to dig up nests and destroy eggs (1,880 crocodiles were killed and 126,504 eggs were destroyed on Lake Victoria from 1938-49). Safeguarding the lives of lakeside inhabitants was another, secondary, consideration. 77 These efforts to destroy crocodiles in Uganda were led by Charles Pitman, a keen herpetologist who collected and published observations on crocodiles from the 1920s into the 1970s. In a 1931 article, he expressed doubt that crocodiles really ate significant quantities of valuable fishes. However, in an extended piece in the Uganda Journal ten years later, he described crocodiles as 'the most appalling menace to man and his property'. 78 The Cambridge zoologist Hugh Cott was a key figure in (eventually) changing perceptions of crocodiles, at least for some. When he began working in East Africa in the late 1940s, crocodiles were being mercilessly shot for skins. The publication East Africa had noted in 1939 that 'a new trade in crocodile skins is beginning in Tanganyika Territory' with skins worth £4,656 having been exported in 1938. The trade was 'entirely in the hands of the Germans', but it was recommended that British territories should '[learn] from an enemy'. 79 By 1950, it was estimated that East Africa was producing 2,000 crocodile skins a month, and the Tanganyika Standard opined that it might be necessary to revise the classification of crocodile as vermin which could be killed without a license, and instead control the major breeding grounds and establish closed seasons. 80 The Uganda Game Department discontinued their crocodile destruction policy in 1950 as no longer necessary. 81 Cott, like Worthington, had come out to work on fish and fisheries, and this included research on fish-eating birds and crocodiles. Cott became increasingly fascinated with crocodiles (in 1971 he became the first chairman of the IUCN Crocodile Specialist Group), and extensive field studies convinced him that crocodiles feed relatively seldom, go for long periods without feeding and are not destructive to fisheries. He argued that crocodiles control other predators on desirable fish species, and are keystone species in aquatic ecosystems. 82 In addition to his work in Uganda, Cott also conducted surveys in Northern Rhodesia (Zambia) in 1957, where his work influenced Roelf Attwell, warden of Kafue National Park. Cott argued that nothing justified 'relegating the crocodile to the status of "vermin"', and in fact crocodiles were beneficial, with juveniles eating many predators of fish, fry and eggs, and adults eating otters, cormorants, darters and other fish-eating animals. They played the role of scavengers in the water, a role parallel to that of vultures and marabou on land (for which the latter were protected). He argued that human fatalities were relatively rare, usually the result of carelessness, and particular 79 Anon, "Trade in crocodile skins", East Africa, 14 September 1939. 80 Anon, "Tanganyika"s crocodile industry is flourishing", Tanganyika Standard, n.d., in National Archives Kew, CO 691/217/2. 81 J. Stoneman, "Crocodile Industry", 15.
problem animals should be eliminated by the Game Department as was the case for other dangerous animals. 83 In 1954, Cott pointed out that the crocodile was the only large animal for which permits were issued legalising hunting by methods deemed illegal for other wildlife, notably snaring and shooting at night. The Uganda Game Department was still poisoning crocodiles in the late 1940s, and their extermination programme continued for seventeen years after the 1933 Convention. In the 1940s and 1950s a Crocodile Destruction Officer was employed to poison crocodiles on Lake Nyasa (Malawi). This post was discontinued only after crocodiles became protected -meaning reserved for commercial hunters. 84 These hunters operated without regulation outside protected areas into the early 1960s, often portraying themselves as heroic protectors of rural Africans, settlers and their livestock. 85 The history of crocodile hunting in Africa is thus an exception to Mackenzie's idea of a transition from utilisation to sport hunting dominated by European elites in colonial classification of animals into those useful to or useless and destructive to man, the public had failed to realise that crocodiles had moved from the latter to the former category. He further argued that the department was 'being left behind modern attitudes to conservation: we are still, in effect permitting commercialised carnage at the expense of a valuable resource, which is being sacrificed on the altar of alleged human interests '. 88 In his broader conservation philosophy, Attwell was importantly influenced by Frank worried about their resource. East Africa had ceased to be the epicentre of crocodile hunting and trade, with the large-scale destruction of crocodiles in Uganda, to a lesser extent in Kenya (which banned crocodile hunting in 1955, and all hunting in 1977), and the British take-over of German East Africa. The British colonial authorities investigated, but never supported, a crocodile farming industry. By the 1960s, the centre of gravity for crocodile research and utilisation was shifting southward. 91 In South Africa, in the 1950s the Natal Parks, Game and Fish Preservation Board (NPB) had had to contend with a major public, political and media campaign to exterminate crocodiles on Lake St Lucia. 92 to crocodiles on a daily basis, and popular books, films, and print media continued to represent crocodiles primarily as bloodthirsty killers. 94 Pooley was also aware through the first counts of crocodiles in Natal that numbers of large animals were still dwindling into the early 1970s, and poaching continued from Mozambique and Swaziland. His findings on crocodile social and particularly parental behaviour (they are devoted mothers, unlike most reptiles) attracted the incredulous attention of natural history film companies locally and internationally, and he mobilised this to present a more positive image of crocodiles in a series of popular documentaries screened in South Africa, the USA and the UK. 95 It is perhaps unsurprising, therefore, that, while committed to captive breeding as a had a thriving population of wild crocodiles. At a meeting to discuss the challenges surrounding the implementation of CITES in Africa, it was decided to temporarily allow utilisation of wild populations while sufficient data was being gathered to meet criteria for downlisting, and a quota system was introduced, with ten African countries qualifying by 1986 (quotas ranged from twenty to 8,200 crocodiles per annum, through ranching and/or wild harvest). 100 The cause of African countries hoping to exploit their crocodile populations commercially was greatly assisted by a change in leadership of the CSG which came about at the 9 th working meeting in Papua Guinea (1988) , where the Australian Prof.
Harry Messel took over from Florida-based Prof. Wayne King. The structure of the group was changed to become more responsive to the interests of members and different geographic regions, with the appointment of a representative Steering
Committee. The minutes of the next meeting, convened in Florida and the largest yet, noted that 'the Working Meeting has evolved from a restricted group of specialists concerned about conservation to a comprehensive forum for the exchange of information that will make conservation and sustainable use of crocodilians a reality'. 101 The eleventh working meeting of the Crocodile Specialist Group (CSG) was held in In a keynote address to the 1992 CSG meeting, Hutton spoke on 'conservation strategy for crocodilians in Africa' (a paper co-authored with Oliver Behra). They argued that the world's most endangered crocodiles were in this position because of habitat loss, not trade. They argued that CITES had hampered attempts to conserve such species by deflecting attention onto the not endangered, but most traded species (including, certainly following protective legislation put in place from the 1970s, the Nile crocodile). They argued that '4-5m man-eating predators do not stand much chance of long term survival in modern Africa where water resources are at a premium', and thus 'crocodiles have to be valuable … to survive outside protected areas'. 103 
CONCLUSION
Throughout the nineteenth century, little was known about the biology and behaviour of Nile crocodiles. Natural history texts embroidered with exotic myths both informed, and were augmented by, sensational reports of the alleged loathsomeness, rapacity, dangerousness and cowardice of crocodiles from European travellers and later settlers across Africa. Crocodiles were regarded as useless, and a threat to the lives of humans and livestock. The same literature that characterises these pejorative European attitudes (with a few exceptions) also records much more varied attitudes to crocodiles among Africans. Africans did see the utility of crocodiles, and even bred them for sale.
Others venerated crocodiles, and protected them, for spiritual reasons.
In the period in which game animals were shot out (by the 1880s-90s for much of Africa), crocodiles were not valued commercially or as trophies, and large populations survived on some major lake and river systems (a notable exception was the Egyptian Nile). From c. 1900, when the 'penitent butchers' sought to halt the extermination of Africa's wildlife through regulation, crocodiles along with other 'vermin' were exempt from this newfound protectionism. Further, the 'sporting code' of the late Victorian era never extended to crocodiles. We should, however, be cautious about generic assertions that attacks are an ever- Commercial farming and ranching had offered the prospect of foreign exchange for governments and game departments, through transforming these 'ugly' monsters into sources of leather for highly desirable objects of beauty made famous by the likes of Grace Kelly and Jane Birkin (Hermès' Kelly and Birkin handbags). This has been a notable conservation success story: Nile crocodiles are still found in 41 countries across mainland Africa, and on Madagascar. However, captive breeding may sever links between the utilisation of crocodiles and conservation, through making commercial operations self-sufficient and thus independent of the survival of crocodiles in the wild.
For instance, whereas Carruthers concludes that 'conceptualising game as a commodity both within the formal protected estate and on private land' has increased the overall numbers of wild animals and reduced the threat of extinction outside of national parks in South Africa, this is not the case for crocodiles. It is estimated that ninety per cent of KwaZulu-Natal Province's wild crocodiles (where most of the country's wild crocodiles live) survive within protected areas run by the provincial conservation department. 106 Conservationists voicing concern over the status of Nile crocodiles in countries where they are raised commercially are reassured that there are thousands of crocodiles -on farms. However, these are a poor option for release as they are disease-ridden and poorly equipped for the much harsher circumstances of life in the wild. Crocodiles within and outside protected areas are also under pressure from agricultural and industrial development, notably dam building, irrigation and water pollution and competition with humans for habitat and food. 107 This paper outlines major shifts in European attitudes to Nile crocodiles, particularly in terms of policy and management in the twentieth century. In most cases the shift to 112 genetic research suggests the Nile crocodile should be split into two species, providing some credence to stories that ancient Egyptian priests kept the smaller, more amenable species for ceremonial purposes: Evon Hekkala, et al., "An ancient icon reveals new mysteries", 4210.
